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No, it doesn’t. It doesn’t think it’s a dog. The
goose doesn’t think. The goose just is. And what
the goose is is goose. But goose is not goose,
Robert thinks. Even the goose isn’t goose.
Why I Am Not Going to Buy a Computer Dec
02 2019 A brief meditation on the role of
technology in his own life and how it has
changed the landscape of the United States from
"America's greatest philosopher on sustainable
life and living" (Chicago Tribune). "A number of
people, by now, have told me that I could greatly
improve things by buying a computer. My
answer is that I am not going to do it. I have
several reasons, and they are good ones."
Wendell Berry first challenged the idea that our
advanced technological age is a good thing when
he penned "Why I Am Not Going to Buy a
Computer" in the late 1980s for Harper's
Magazine, galvanizing a critical reaction
eclipsing any the magazine had seen before. He
followed by responding with "Feminism, the
Body, and the Machine." Both essays are
collected in one short volume for the first time.
Responsive Teaching Mar 17 2021 This essential
guide helps teachers refine their approach to
fundamental challenges in the classroom. Based
on research from cognitive science and
formative assessment, it ensures teachers can
offer all students the support and challenge they
need – and can do so sustainably. Written by an
experienced teacher and teacher educator, the

Technopoly Apr 17 2021 In this witty, often
terrifying work of cultural criticism, the author
of Amusing Ourselves to Death chronicles our
transformation into a Technopoly: a society that
no longer merely uses technology as a support
system but instead is shaped by it—with radical
consequences for the meanings of politics, art,
education, intelligence, and truth.
My Secret Brexit Diary Jan 03 2020 In June
2016, the people of the United Kingdom voted to
leave the European Union. As the EU’s chief
negotiator, for four years Michel Barnier had a
seat at the table as the two sides thrashed out
what ‘Brexit’ would really mean. The result
would change Britain and Europe forever.
During the 1600 days of complex and often
acrimonious negotiations, Michel Barnier kept a
secret diary. He recorded his private hopes and
fears, and gave a blow-by-blow account as the
negotiations oscillated between consensus and
disagreement, transparency and lies. From
Brussels to London, from Dublin to Nicosia,
Michel Barnier’s secret diary lifts the lid on what
really happened behind the scenes of one of the
most high-stakes negotiations in modern history.
The result is a unique testimony from the
ultimate insider on the hidden world of Brexit
and those who made it happen.
Good Trouble Feb 02 2020 Back at dinner,
somebody said that the goose thinks it’s a dog.
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book balances evidence-informed principles and
practical suggestions. It contains: A detailed
exploration of six core problems that all teachers
face in planning lessons, assessing learning and
responding to students Effective practical
strategies to address each of these problems
across a range of subjects Useful examples of
each strategy in practice and accounts from
teachers already using these approaches
Checklists to apply each principle successfully
and advice tailored to teachers with specific
responsibilities. This innovative book is a
valuable resource for new and experienced
teachers alike who wish to become more
responsive teachers. It offers the evidence,
practical strategies and supportive advice
needed to make sustainable, worthwhile
changes.
The Soft Revolution Feb 25 2022
To Teach Mar 05 2020 "This graphic novel
brings to life William Ayers's bestselling memoir
To teach : the journey of a teacher, third edition.
From Ayers's early days teaching kindergarten,
readers follow this renowned educational
theorist on his 'voyage of discovery and
surprise.'"--Cover, p. [4].
Legal Education as a Subversive Activity Jul 21
2021 In an age when everyone aspires to teach
critical thinking skills in the classroom, what
does it mean to be a subversive law teacher?
Who or what might a subversive law teacher
seek to subvert – the authority of the law, the
university, their own authority as teachers,
perhaps? Are law students ripe for subversion,
agents of, or impediments to, subversion? Do
they learn to ask critical questions? Responding
to the provocation in the classic book Teaching
as a Subversive Activity, by Postman and
Weingartner, the idea that teaching could, or
even should, be subversive still holds true today,
and its premise is particularly relevant in the
context of legal education. We therefore draw on
this classic book to discuss, in the present
volume, the consideration of research into legal
education as lifetime learning, as creating
meaning, as transformative and as developing
world-changing thinking within the legal
context. The volume offers research into
classroom experiences and theoretical and
historical interrogations of what it means to
teach law subversively. Primarily aimed at legal
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educators and doctoral students in law planning
careers as academics, its insights speak directly
to tensions in higher education more broadly.
Education and Ecstasy Dec 26 2021
"Education and Ecstasy" was originally written
as a call for reform in America's school systems.
Published in the 60s, and then revised in the
80s, this book reveals the deep-rooted structural
problems in American schools--problems which
still plague the system. (Education/Teaching)
Curriculum Windows Jul 29 2019 Curriculum
Windows: What Curriculum Theorists of the
1960s Can Teach Us about Schools and Society
Today is an effort by students of curriculum
studies, along with their professor, to interpret
and understand curriculum texts and theorists of
the 1960s in contemporary terms. The authors
explore how key books/authors from the
curriculum field of the 1960s illuminate new
possibilities forward for us as scholareducators
today: How might the theories, practices, and
ideas wrapped up in curriculum texts of the
1960s still resonate with us, allow us to see
backward in time and forward in time – all at the
same time? How might these figurative windows
of insight, thought, ideas, fantasy, and fancy
make us think differently about curriculum,
teaching, learning, students, education,
leadership, and schools? Further, how might
they help us see more clearly, even perhaps put
us on a path to correct the mistakes and
missteps of intervening decades and of today?
The chapter authors and editor revisit and
interpret several of the most important works of
the 1960s by Louise Berman, Jerome Bruner,
WEB DuBois, Elliot Eisner, John Goodlad, James
Herndon, John Holt, Philip Jackson, Herb Kohl,
Robert Mager, A.S. Neill, Philip Phenix, Neil
Postman. Joseph Schwab, Hilda Taba, and
Sidney Walton. The book's Foreword is by
renowned curriculum theorist William H.
Schubert.
Teaching as a Subversive Activity Oct 04
2022
Compassionate Music Teaching Aug 10 2020
Compassionate Music Teaching provides a
framework for music teaching in the 21st
century by outlining qualities, skills, and
approaches to meet the needs of a unique and
increasingly diverse generation of students. The
text focuses on how six qualities of compassion
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(trust, empathy, patience, inclusion, community,
and authentic connection) have made an impact
in human lives, and how these qualities might
relate to the practices of caring and committed
music teachers. This book bridges the worlds of
research and practice, discussing cutting-edge
topics while also offering practical strategies
that can be used immediately in music studios
and classrooms. Each chapter is addressed from
multiple perspectives, including: research in
music, education, psychology, sociology, and
related fields; insights from various students and
teachers across the United States; and an indepth study of five music teachers who
represent a broad range of genres, student ages,
and pedagogical approaches. The book is
dedicated to exploring those conditions that help
students not only to learn, but also to grow,
thrive, and freely express—and become
compassionate musicians, teachers, performers,
and people as well.
The Last Man Alive Jan 15 2021 The
adventures of a group who survived a poisonous
cloud that turned everyone else into stone.
The End of Education Sep 30 2019 In this
comprehensive response to the education crisis,
the author of Teaching as a Subversive Activity
returns to the subject that established his
reputation as one of our most insightful social
critics. Postman presents useful models with
which schools can restore a sense of purpose,
tolerance, and a respect for learning.
Seasteading Aug 29 2019 Two-thirds of our
globe is Planet Ocean, not Planet Earth. Imagine
a vast new source of sustainable and renewable
energy that would also bring more equitable
economies. A previously untapped source of
farming that could produce significant new
sources of nutrition. Future societies where
people could choose the communities they want
to live in, free from the restrictions of
conventional citizenship. This bold vision of our
near future as imagined in Seasteading attracted
the powerful support of Silicon Valley’s Peter
Thiel—and it may be drawing close to reality.
Our planet is suffering from serious
environmental problems: coastal flooding due to
severe storms caused in part by atmospheric
pollution and diminishing natural resources
among them. But the seas can be home to a new
breed of pioneers, seasteaders, who are willing
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to homestead the Blue Frontier. Oil platforms
and cruise ships already inhabit the waters; now
it’s time to take the next step to full-fledged
ocean civilizations. Joe Quirk and Patri Friedman
show us how cities built on floating platforms in
the ocean will work, and they profile some of the
visionaries who are implementing basic concepts
of seasteading today. An entrepreneur’s dream,
these floating cities will become laboratories for
innovation and creativity. Seasteading may be
visionary, but it already has begun proving the
adage that yesterday’s science fiction is
tomorrow’s science fact. Welcome to
seavilization.
Television and the Teaching of English Jun 07
2020
Wrecks Oct 12 2020 Can someone honestly love
a person whom they have deceived for thirty
years? This is the central question behind
Wrecks, Neil LaBute's latest foray into the dark
side of human nature. Meet Edward Carr: loving
father, successful businessman, grieving
widower. In this concise powerhouse of a play,
LaBute limns the boundaries of love, exploring
the limits of what society will accept versus what
the heart will desire. This collection also
features rarely staged short plays, including
"Liars' Club," "Coax," and the never-before-seen
"Falling in Like."
Writing, Redefined Nov 12 2020 "Writing,
Redefined asks educators to reflect critically on
the kinds of writing - and the kinds of writers traditionally valued in school spaces and offers a
compelling argument for broadening our ideas
around composition in order to honor the
stories, the voices, and the lived experiences of
all students"-Teaching Shakespeare May 07 2020 An
improved, larger-format edition of the
Cambridge School Shakespeare plays,
extensively rewritten, expanded and produced in
an attractive new design.
The Wounded Leader Apr 05 2020 "These are
the questions at the heart of the stories in The
Wounded Leader. In these stories leaders
struggle to make sense of their wounding
experiences. We meet a principal who felt
undermined by a contentious staff, another
whose early mistakes ignited rumors and
discontent, a leader who felt shunned when she
took a position at a failing school, and a
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superintendent at odds with the school board."-Jacket.
The End of Education May 31 2022 In this
comprehensive response to the education crisis,
the author of Teaching as a Subversive Activity
returns to the subject that established his
reputation as one of our most insightful social
critics. Postman presents useful models with
which schools can restore a sense of purpose,
tolerance, and a respect for learning.
Amusing Ourselves to Death Jul 01 2022
Examines the effects of television culture on how
we conduct our public affairs and how
"entertainment values" corrupt the way we
think.
Conscientious Objections Oct 24 2021 In a
series of feisty and ultimately hopeful essays,
one of America's sharpest social critics casts a
shrewd eye over contemporary culture to reveal
the worst -- and the best -- of our habits of
discourse, tendencies in education, and
obsessions with technological novelty. Readers
will find themselves rethinking many of their
bedrock assumptions: Should education transmit
culture or defend us against it? Is technological
innovation progress or a peculiarly American
addiction? When everyone watches the same
television programs -- and television producers
don't discriminate between the audiences for
Sesame Street and Dynasty -- is childhood
anything more than a sentimental concept?
Writing in the traditions of Orwell and H.L.
Mencken, Neil Postman sends shock waves of
wit and critical intelligence through the cultural
wasteland.
Teaching as a Subversive Activity Nov 05
2022
Something Incredibly Wonderful Happens Nov
24 2021 How do we reclaim our innate
enchantment with the world? And how can we
turn our natural curiosity into a deep, abiding
love for knowledge? Frank Oppenheimer, the
younger brother of the physicist J. Robert
Oppenheimer, was captivated by these
questions, and used his own intellectual
inquisitiveness to found the Exploratorium, a
powerfully influential museum of human
awareness in San Francisco, that encourages
play, creativity, and discovery—all in the name
of understanding. In this elegant biography, K.
C. Cole investigates the man behind the museum
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with sharp insight and deep sympathy. The
Oppenheimers were a family with great wealth
and education, and Frank, like his older brother,
pursued a career in physics. But while Robert
was unceasingly ambitious, and eventually came
to be known for his work on the atomic bomb,
Frank’s path as a scientist was much less
conventional. His brief fling with the Communist
Party cost him his position at the University of
Minnesota, and he subsequently spent a decade
ranching in Colorado before returning to
teaching. Once back in the lab, however, Frank
found himself moved to create something to
make the world meaningful after the bombing of
Hiroshima and Nagasaki. He was inspired by
European science museums, and he developed a
dream of teaching Americans about science
through participatory museums. Thus was born
the magical world of the Exploratorium, forever
revolutionizing not only the way we experience
museums, but also science education for years to
come. Cole has brought this charismatic and
dynamic figure to life with vibrant prose and rich
insight into Oppenheimer as both a scientist and
an individual.
Happiness and Education May 19 2021 Table of
contents
Why are There Differences in the Gospels?
Sep 10 2020 Why are there differences in the
stories of the gospels? Licona turns to Greek
classicist Plutarch for an answer, assessing
differences that appeared when Plutarch told the
same story more than once in his lives. He
suggests the differences in the gospels often
resulted from their authors employing the same
compositional devices used by Plutarch.
Acts of Resistance Mar 29 2022 In 1969, Neil
Postman and Charles Weingartner published
Teaching as a Subversive Activity. Subversive
teaching today, however, looks very different
than it did in 1969. Teachers today must deliver
their instruction in an era of formidable
challenges related to curriculum, educational
policy, and cultural and political ideology.
Students learn in an environment that includes
active shooter drills and increasingly violent
public policy that assaults immigrants, people of
Color, women, and the LGBTQIA+ community. A
robust public education is needed now more
than ever, though the resources to provide it
dwindle daily. Acts of Resistance: Subversive
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Teaching in the English Language Arts (ELA)
Classroom showcases examples of subversive
pedagogy to instruct and inspire teachers and to
contextualize subversive ELA pedagogy in the
contemporary educational moment. Chapter
authors--in-service teachers and teacher
educators alike--draw from case studies,
narrative inquiry, and other qualitative
methodologies to explain how they have
variously taken up subversive pedagogy in the
ELA classroom. Because teachers and other
stakeholders resist oppressive
structures—including disciplinary
confinements—when they teach from subversive
viewpoints, each chapter describes a disciplinary
“act of resistance” that illuminates possibilities
for countering uncritical, “traditional” handling
of ELA experiences. Perfect for courses such as:
ELA Methods | Literacy Methods | Social Justice
| Critical Literacy | Writing | Literature |
Disciplinary Literacy | Curriculum Theory |
Pedagogy | ELA Professional Development
(Inservice Teachers)
The Disappearance of Childhood Aug 22 2021
From the vogue for nubile models to the
explosion in the juvenile crime rate, this modern
classic of social history and media traces the
precipitous decline of childhood in America
today−and the corresponding threat to the
notion of adulthood. Deftly marshaling a vast
array of historical and demographic research,
Neil Postman, author of Technopoly, suggests
that childhood is a relatively recent invention,
which came into being as the new medium of
print imposed divisions between children and
adults. But now these divisions are eroding
under the barrage of television, which turns the
adult secrets of sex and violence into poprular
entertainment and pitches both news and
advertising at the intellectual level of ten-yearolds. Informative, alarming, and aphorisitc, The
Disappearance of Childhood is a triumph of
history and prophecy.
A School of Our Own Jun 27 2019 The
remarkable true story of the high school junior
who started his own school—and earned acclaim
nationwide—“will make you laugh, cry and
cheer” (John Merrow, author of The Influence of
Teachers). Samuel Levin, a teenager who had
already achieved international fame for creating
Project Sprout—the first farm-to-school lunch
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program in the United States—was frustrated
with his own education, and saw disaffection
among his peers. In response, he lobbied for and
created a new school based on a few simple
ideas about what kids need from their high
school experience. The school succeeded beyond
anyone’s wildest expectations and went on to be
featured on NPR and in Newsweek and the
Washington Post. Since its beginnings in 2010,
the Independent Project serves as a national
model for inspiring student engagement. In
creating his school, Samuel collaborated with
Susan Engel, the noted developmental
psychologist, educator, and author—and
Samuel’s mother. A School of Our Own is their
account of their life-changing year in education,
a book that combines poignant stories,
educational theory, and practical how-to advice
for building new, more engaging educational
environments for our children.
The Subversive Copy Editor Jun 19 2021 Each
year writers and editors submit over three
thousand grammar and style questions to the
Q&A page at The Chicago Manual of Style
Online. Some are arcane, some simply
hilarious—and one editor, Carol Fisher Saller,
reads every single one of them. All too often she
notes a classic author-editor standoff, wherein
both parties refuse to compromise on the
"rights" and "wrongs" of prose styling: "This
author is giving me a fit." "I wish that I could
just DEMAND the use of the serial comma at all
times." "My author wants his preface to come at
the end of the book. This just seems ridiculous to
me. I mean, it’s not a post-face." In The
Subversive Copy Editor, Saller casts aside this
adversarial view and suggests new strategies for
keeping the peace. Emphasizing habits of
carefulness, transparency, and flexibility, she
shows copy editors how to build an environment
of trust and cooperation. One chapter takes on
the difficult author; another speaks to writers
themselves. Throughout, the focus is on serving
the reader, even if it means breaking "rules"
along the way. Saller’s own foibles and
misadventures provide ample material: "I mess
up all the time," she confesses. "It’s how I know
things." Writers, Saller acknowledges, are only
half the challenge, as copy editors can also make
trouble for themselves. (Does any other book
have an index entry that says "terrorists. See
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copy editors"?) The book includes helpful
sections on e-mail etiquette, work-flow
management, prioritizing, and organizing
computer files. One chapter even addresses the
special concerns of freelance editors. Saller’s
emphasis on negotiation and flexibility will
surprise many copy editors who have absorbed,
along with the dos and don’ts of their stylebooks,
an attitude that their way is the right way. In
encouraging copy editors to banish their
ignorance and disorganization, insecurities and
compulsions, the Chicago Q&A presents itself as
a kind of alter ego to the comparatively staid
Manual of Style. In The Subversive Copy Editor,
Saller continues her mission with audacity and
good humor.
Crazy Talk, Stupid Talk Jan 27 2022 A guide to
recognizing and correcting or eradicating
confused, inappropriate, and inarticulate speech
and unreasonable or maliciously intended
speech
Timeless Learning Dec 14 2020 Reinvent
public schools with proven, innovative practices
Our homes, communities, and the world itself
need the natural assets our children bring with
them as learners, and which they often lose over
time on the assembly line that pervades most of
the public education system today. We see no
actions as more important in school than
developing, supporting, and reinforcing
children's sense of agency, the value of their
voices, and their potential to influence their own
communities. In Timeless Learning, an awardwinning team of leaders, Chief Technology
Officer Ira Socol, Superintendent Pam Moran,
and Lab Schools Principal Chad Ratliff
demonstrate how you can implement innovative
practices that have shown remarkable success.
The authors use progressive design principles to
inform pathways to disrupt traditions of
education today and show you how to make
innovations real that will have a timeless and
meaningful impact on students, keeping alive
the natural curiosity and passion for learning
with which children enter school. Discover the
power of project-based and student-designed
learning Find out what “maker learning” entails
Launch connected and interactive digital
learning Benefit from the authors’ “opening up
learning” space and time Using examples from
their own successful district as well as others
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around the country, the authors create a deep
map of the processes necessary to move from
schools in which content-driven, adultdetermined teaching has been the traditional
norm to new learning spaces and communities in
which context-driven, child-determined learning
is the progressive norm.
Teaching as a Conserving Activity Aug 02
2022 A co-author of the influential Teaching as a
Subversive Activity, Postman reassesses and
reworks some of his "revolutionary" theories of
ten years ago in a continuing effort to take the
fear out of the classroom situation
逃离电子文化的陷阱——尼尔·波兹曼媒介学思想研究 Jul 09 2020 本书从波兹曼
的教育学、语言学和媒介学三个研究领域入手，追溯了波兹曼媒介学思想的起源和发展，探究
对波兹曼学术思想及其批判态度造成深远影响的人物及其思想。
How to Watch TV News Feb 13 2021 A
scathing and prescient look at television newsÂnow updated for the new tech-savvy generation
Television news : genuine information or
entertainment fodder? Fifteen years ago, Neil
Postman, a pioneer in media education and
author of the bestselling Amusing Ourselves to
Death, and Steve Powers, an award-winning
broadcast journalist, concluded that anyone who
relies exclusively on their television for accurate
world news is making a big mistake. A cash cow
laden with money from advertisers, so-called
news shows glut viewers with celebrity coverage
at the cost of things they really should know.
Today, this message is still appallingly true but
the problems have multipliedÂ- along with the
power of the Internet and the abundance of
cable channels. A must-read for anyone
concerned with the way media is manipulating
our worldview, this newly revised edition
addresses the evolving technology and devolving
quality of AmericaÂ's television news
programming.
The Whole Movement of Life is Learning
Sep 22 2021
Teaching As a Subversive Activity Oct 31 2019 A
no-holds-barred assault on outdated teaching
methods—with dramatic and practical proposals
on how education can be made relevant to
today's world. Praise for Teaching As a
Subversive Activity “A healthy dose of Postman
and Weingartner is a good thing: if they make
even a dent in the pious . . . American classroom,
the book will be worthwhile.”—New York Times
Book Review “Teaching and knowledge are
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subversive in that they necessarily substitute
awareness for guesswork, and knowledge for
experience. Experience is no use in the world of
Apollo 8. It is simply necessary to know.
However, it is also necessary to know the effect
of Apollo 8 in creating a new Global Theatre in
which student and teacher alike are looking for
roles. Postman and Weingartner make excellent
theatrical producers in the new Global
Theatre.”—Marshall McLuhan “It will take
courage to read this book . . . but those who are
asking honest questions—what’s wrong with the
worlds in which we live, how do we build
communication bridges cross the Generation
Gap, what do they want from us?—these people
will squirm in the discovery that the answers are
really within themselves.”—Saturday Review
“Neil Postman and Charles Weingartner go
beyond the now-familiar indictments of
American education to propose basic ways of
liberating both teachers and students from
becoming personnel rather than people . . . the
authors have created what may become a primer
of ‘the new education’ Their book is intended for
anyone, teacher or not, who is concerned with
sanity and survival in a world of precipitously
rapid change, and it’s worth your
reading.”—Playboy “This challenging, liberating
book can unlock not only teachers but anyone
for whom language and learning are not
dead.”—Nat Hentoff
Teaching As a Subversive Activity Sep 03 2022
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Building a Bridge to the 18th Century Apr 29
2022 At a time when we are reexamining our
values, reeling from the pace of change,
witnessing the clash between good instincts and
"pragmatism," dealing with the angst of a new
millennium, Neil Postman, one of our most
distinguished observers of contemporary society,
provides for us a source of guidance and
inspiration. In Building a Bridge to the
Eighteenth Century he revisits the
Enlightenment, that great flowering of ideas that
provided a humane direction for the future -ideas that formed our nation and that we would
do well to embrace anew. He turns our attention
to Goethe, Voltaire, Rousseau, Diderot, Kant,
Edward Gibbon, Adam Smith, Thomas Paine,
Jefferson, and Franklin, and to their then-radical
thinking about inductive science, religious and
political freedom, popular education, rational
commerce, the nation-state, progress, and
happiness. Postman calls for a future connected
to traditions that provide sane authority and
meaningful purpose -- as opposed to an
overreliance on technology and an increasing
disregard for the lessons of history. And he
argues passionately for specific new guidelines
in the education of our children, with renewed
emphasis on developing the intellect as
successfully as we are developing a computerdriven world. Witty, provocative, and brilliantly
reasoned, Building a Bridge to the Eighteenth
Century is Neil Postman's most radical, and most
commonsensical, book yet.
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